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Consistency and microstructure are important parameters for evaluation the incorporation of new fats and additives in food formulations. These parameters have a significant influence on technological and sensorial quality of the final product. The consistency of a fat directly indicates its degree of hardness or softness, as well as the spreadability. In turn, throught the microstructure observation, it is possible to characterize the crystal network cohesiveness, the number of crystals, even as their distribution in the formed structure after a specific crystallization process. In this study, samples of palm and canola oil - without trans fatty acids - were blended in the proportions of 100:0; 80:20; 60:40; 40:60; 20:80 and 0:100, respectively. Considered as potential structuring agents, 5% of fully hidrogenated palm oil (FHPO) and 2.5% of FHPO with 2.5% sorbitan monostearate (SMS) were separately added to the blends. As expected, as the incorporation of canola oil in the blends increased, there was a significant reduction in the saturated fatty acids content and consequently increase in unsaturated fatty acids. The incorporation of structuring agents resulted in an increment of consistency in some blends of approximately ten times compared to the samples without additives. Through the microstructure analysis, it was confirmed that the addition of these structuring agents potentiated the crystallization process, thus, the structured blends presented a more cohesive network with the formation of several small crystals. In conclusion, the results obtained allow the development of new fats for food applications with zero trans and reduced content of saturated fatty acids by adding SMS and FHPO as crystallization modifiers.
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